Abstract-Software systems are composed of many interacting elements. A natural way to abstract over software systems is to model them as graphs. In this paper we consider software dependency graphs of object-oriented software and we study one topological property: the degree distribution. Based on the analysis of ten software systems written in Java, we show that there exists completely different systems that have the same degree distribution. Then, we propose a generative model of software dependency graphs which synthesizes graphs whose degree distribution is close to the empirical ones observed in real software systems. This model gives us novel insights on the potential fundamental rules of software evolution.
Abstract-Software systems are composed of many interacting elements. A natural way to abstract over software systems is to model them as graphs. In this paper we consider software dependency graphs of object-oriented software and we study one topological property: the degree distribution. Based on the analysis of ten software systems written in Java, we show that there exists completely different systems that have the same degree distribution. Then, we propose a generative model of software dependency graphs which synthesizes graphs whose degree distribution is close to the empirical ones observed in real software systems. This model gives us novel insights on the potential fundamental rules of software evolution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software systems are composed of many elements interacting with each other's. For instance there are hundreds of thousands of interconnected functions in a Linux kernel [4] . A natural way to abstract over software systems is to model them as graphs [1] , [2] , [6] , [15] , [22] .
In this paper we consider software dependency graphs of object-oriented software, where each node represents a class and each edge corresponds to a compilation dependency. We study the topology of those graphs and we specifically concentrate on their degree distributions (the distribution of the number of edges connected to a node). Based on the analysis of ten software systems written in Java, we show that there exists software systems that are completely different yet have the same degree distribution. This is a surprising result: despite being developed by different persons with different processes in different domains, a common degree distribution emerges. This makes us hypothesizing that there are common rules guiding the construction of software systems over time.
In network science, a generative model defines a set of rules used to synthesize artificial networks in a given domain. For example, there exists generative models that aim at producing graphs that are similar to the World Wide Web [12] . One equivalent model in software engineering would be a model generating graphs which look like real software graphs. If such a generative model exists, it may encode common evolution rules driving the emergence of the graph structure of software systems.
In this paper, our goal is to propose a generative model of software dependency graphs. If this model fits the empirical data, it means that it approximates certain fundamental rules of software evolution.
Our experimental methodology is as follows. We propose a generative model of software graphs, and then we evaluate its capacity to create graphs whose degree distribution is close to the empirical ones observed in real software systems. We compare its fit-to-data to the only comparable model of the literature [1] . Our experimental results show that our generative model of software dependency graphs, GD-GNC, both fits the empirical data and outperforms the model proposed in [1] . To put it shortly, our generative model is the first to produce software dependency graphs that look like real ones.
To sum up, our contributions are:
• empirical evidence of the common asymmetric topology of dependency graphs in object-oriented software systems; • a generative model of software dependency graphs • the validation of the model on its ability to fit ten graphs of real software systems totaling 10619 nodes and 52855 edges; • a speculative explanation of the fundamental evolution rules of software. The rest of this paper is structured as follow. Section II defines the main concepts used in this paper. Section III presents our goals and experimental methodology. In Section IV, we look closer at real software dependency graphs and highlight their common topology. In Section V, we introduce a new generative model for software dependency graphs and we analyze its fitness. In Section VI, we discuss our discoveries from a software engineering perspective.
II. DEFINITIONS
In this section, we provide background knowledge about the concepts used in this paper.
A. Graphs
A graph is a mathematical object for modeling connections among concepts or entities of a specific domain: entities are represented by nodes and the links between them are edges. For example, the networks peripherals such as routers or switches and their connections can be modeled using graphs: each node is a peripheral and each edge represents a physical wire between them, see Fig. 1(a) .
In some situations, links between entities are one-way only, i.e., an edge is meaningful from one node to another one, but not the opposite. Thus, edges require to be directed in order to accurately model a specific domain. In this case, we talk about directed graphs or digraphs. The food web is an example of digraph where each species is a node and each edge between two species indicates a "feeding on" relation. In this kind of graphs, the direction of the edge is important as it indicates what eats what, which cannot be represented on an undirected graph. Fig. 1(b) exemplifies a set of prey-predator relations. A directed graph representing a trophic network on which a node is a species and an edge represents which one is eaten by which one. Here the directed edge is needed as a predator eat a prey but not the opposite (e.g. snakes feed on mice, but the opposite is false).
B. Degrees and Distributions
The number of edges connected to a specific node is named the degree of this node. On digraphs, two degrees are defined: the in-degree and the out-degree which are respectively the number of in-coming edges and the number of out-going edges.
The degree distribution is a function representing the frequency of node's degrees of a graph (i.e. the number of times a specific degree value is encountered in the graph). Graphs considered in this paper have, like many other graph materializing real concepts, noisy and right skewed distributions (i.e. asymmetric distribution with lots of values larger than the mean located on the right tail of the distribution). In order to ease the study of such distributions, cumulative distributions are generally preferred [21] .
The cumulative degree distribution gives the proportion of nodes which degree is smaller or equal to a given value. Symetrically, the inverse cumulative degree distribution gives the maximal degree of a given proportion of nodes. Both the cumulative degree distribution and the inverse cumulative degree distribution are monotonic: the former is an increasing function, the latter a decreasing one. We always consider inverse cumulative distributions when studying distributions in this paper.
Node degrees and their distributions are basic properties which are directly influenced by many properties of a graph: changing the graph topology and inherently some graphs properties (diameter, motifs, graph spectrum, etc.) will impact to the degree distribution. That is the reason why in this paper, we consider them as a recognized proxy to the graph topology (i.e. the manner edges connect nodes to each other) [20, sec.8.3] .
C. Software Dependency Graphs
A large variety of graphs can be derived from software, each one focusing on particular characteristics. Hence, nodes and edges can have various meanings. An example of software graph is the dependency graph in which nodes are modules (e.g. packages, classes, etc. depending on the chosen granularity) and edges are added when an element accesses another one (e.g. function call, inheritance, field access, etc.).
Dependency graphs are directed graphs as dependencies are oriented: indeed, a dependency shows which element depends on another one, but the opposite is not necessarily true. As an example, a Person class depends on a File in order to persist, but the class File should not depend at all on the Person class.
Nodes composing a dependency graph can be of two different types. First, there are application nodes (a.k.a. app nodes) that are nodes which belong to the core software itself. Second, there are library nodes (a.k.a. lib nodes) which are nodes which belong to an external library (i.e. a module which is used by the core software, an example of library in Java is the java.util package for classes related to collections classes).
Consequently, there are two types of edges on a software dependency graph: (i) application nodes to application nodes (i.e. app-app edges a.k.a. endo-dependencies) which express that a core element depends on another one; (ii) application nodes to library nodes (i.e. app-lib edges a.k.a. exo-dependencies) which express that a core element depends on an external element. Fig. 2 illustrates these notions. Considering or not exo-dependencies has an impact on the observed degree distributions. Fig. 3 shows a line chart plotting the inverse cumulative distributions for endo-(AppApp), exo-(App-Lib) and both dependencies for ant 1.9.2. Two distributions have to be considered as those graphs are directed: one for in-degree (3a) and one for out-degree (3b). Plots are on a logarithmic scale. We see that endo-and exodependencies have close yet different distributions. For indegree, the slope is different. If we consider only app-lib dependencies i.e. we exclude app-app links (straight thin line), the number of zero in-degree nodes strongly increases because lib nodes never connect to an app node. In this paper, we focus on endo-dependencies and all the data we present excludes exo-dependencies.
D. Generative Models
A generative model for graphs is an algorithm that generates artificial graphs. A generative model takes a set of parameters as input (such as the number of nodes and parameters that influence the degree distribution). A generative model may be deterministic or stochastic. Given a set of parameters, a deterministic model always generate the exact same graph whereas a stochastic model generates a new graph each time it is run.
In our case, we generate software dependency graphs and we intend these graphs to look like empirical software dependency graphs. We consider two types of graphs: those resulting from an analysis of software systems, and those created by a model. The former are qualified as "empirical" or "true", the latter are qualified as "synthetic" or "artificial".
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We now present the experimental protocol we use to analyze software dependency graphs.
A. Goals
In this paper, we have two goals: 1) we want to study the topology of software graphs; 2) we aim at inventing a generative model of software graphs that fits real data.
First, to study recurring topologies, we compare the degree distributions obtained from our dataset. For instance, we may observe that our set of empirical graphs can be partitioned into a set of prototypical topologies, each one being shared by a subset of software systems.
Second, we want to invent a model that generates software dependency graphs that are similar to empirical graphs. We optimize its parameters so that the degree distribution of the generated graphs is as close as possible to those of empirical graphs. Such a model would implicitly capture certain software evolution rules (such rules are presented in Section VI-A).
B. Dataset
We define a dataset 1 of 10 Java software applications listed in Table I . This table contains the software name, the version of the software considered for the software, the year of the first version of this software and the year of the considered version of the software, the number of nodes and the number of edges contained in the extracted graphs. The considered software applications are between 10 and 14 years old. The last column is the connectance γ for each software; the connectance is computed using formula (1) with |N | the number of total nodes contained in the graph and |E| the number of total edges. In words, the connectance expresses the proportion of pairs of nodes being connected in the graph. 
In order to have a set of diversified set of software, we chose software applications which are different in size (number of nodes/edges). The graph size ranges from 90 to 2664 nodes, from 328 to 13445 edges and has a connectance γ value ranging from 0.002 to 0.04. As thse software are all developped by different teams, we reduce the risk of having results biased towards specific development processes. Since our graph extraction tool chain handles Java software, we consider software that is open-source and written in Java.
C. Methodology
We now present the key points of our methodology. 1) Dependency Graph Extraction: We now present our method to extract dependency graphs from our dataset. We focus on the class granularity (i.e. one node represents one class), as this is the most important modularity unit in objectoriented software. Also, we only consider endo-dependencies, that is, edges connecting internal nodes of the project to each others and not those connecting to external libraries (cf. section II-C), because we aim at understanding the topology of core software graphs, regardless of the number of libraries that are included and the frequency of the library usage.
The graph extraction phase produces a set of nodes and edges forming a graph which can then be analyzed. This extraction phase is done using Dependency Finder 2 . This tool takes as input Java byte code and outputs all the dependencies being found. Graph metrics are computed using the NetworkX 3 library. 2) Degree Distribution Comparison: In this paper, our main analysis tool is the comparison of degree distributions. The degree distribution is a numerical property that captures certain topological properties. For instance, the edge density and the clustering coefficient are directly correlated to it. To compare two degree distributions, we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic K (also called distance) which measures a distance between two distributions. The statistic is given in Formula (2) where sup is the supremum of a set, F 1 and F 2 are the two distributions to compare and x ranges over degree values.
K is a numerical value that indicates how close two distributions are: the lower K, the closer the distributions. For one experiment presented in this paper, we perform a MannWhitney U test [9] on K to compare two generative models.
Also, we use the K statistic in the context of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. This statistical test checks whether a sample follows a reference probability distribution (onesample test) or another sample distribution (two-sample test) [9] .
3) Evaluation of Generative Models: To evaluate whether a generative model is good, we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic to compare artificial degree distributions with real ones (recall that the degree distribution is a proxy for the graph topology, see Section II-B). If the degree distributions of the generated dependency graphs match with the empirical ones, the basic operations of the generative model are candidate to be the fundamental evolution rules we are looking for.
4) Fine Tuning of Generative Models:
Generative models frequently requires parameters. For instance, the small-world model [24] requires one probability parameter. In order to determine the best parameter values needed to generate graphs as close as possible to real ones (according to their degree distribution) we perform a grid-search and generate graphs for each point of the grid. This is done as follows: we iterate over the range of each parameter. For instance, if a probability parameter ranges between 0.0 to 1.0, we evaluate the model ten times for 0.1, . . . , 1. For stochastic models, the evaluation or parameter optimization is repeated 10 times and the median value is selected as the final result.
Then, we use the K statistic to assess the distance between the true graph and the generated one. The graph with the smaller statistic value is the one that looks like real data the most.
IV. STUDY OF SOFTWARE GRAPH TOPOLOGY
We want to determine whether there exists topologies shared by different software applications. As the production of those software packages is influenced by different factors (teams, developing techniques...), it is a priori expected that there is no common topology. On the opposite, finding common topologies would be an interesting fact, it would mean that there exists common software development rules. Hence, our first research question reads:
Research Question 1 Are there common topologies of software dependency graphs at the class granularity? 
A. Protocol
To answer this question, we first look at the graphical resemblance between the cumulative degree distributions of the set of applications we consider. The software compilation graphs we consider are directed (see Section II-C), so we have to consider two distributions: in-degree and out-degree. Then, we determine the significance of our graphical observations, using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Figure 4 shows the plot of the inverse cumulative indegree (4a) and out-degree (4b) distribution on a log-log scale of our dataset. There is a different curve and color for each considered software applications. We plot the inverse cumulative frequency against degrees, i.e. the number of nodes in the graph which have a degree greater than or equals to the x degree.
B. Results
We observe: (i) the position and the shape of curves are similar which indicate there are common topologies across software; (ii) in-and out-degrees distributions are not the same: in-degree distribution is a straight line but out-degree distribution is more curved; (iii) each plot on the in-degree distribution is an almost straight line on a log-log scale which means that the in-degree distribution generally follows a power-law 4 ; (iv) the out-degree distribution is not a straight line: out-degrees do not follow a power law. Observations (ii) and (iii) have already been made [22] .
C. Statistical Significance
In order to assess our observations in a statistical manner, we now set our null and alternate hypotheses:
H 0 : Samples from the software in-degree distributions (resp. out) are drawn from the same distribution.
H 1 : Samples from the software in-degree distributions (resp. out) are not drawn from the same distribution.
Using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on each pair of software in the dataset, we can determine statistically the common topology across software in our dataset. The test will return a p-value which is used to reject H 0 or not. If H 0 is not rejected, we gain confidence about the common topology for those two software. In the other hand, if H 0 is rejected, the test outcome can not be used to conclude about the common topology (which does not necessarily means samples are not drawn from the same distribution). Table II gives results for running 90 two-sided KolmogorovSmirnov tests with a confidence level α of 0.01 5 (one on each pairs of our dataset software). The rows express respectively results for in-, out-and both distributions. The second and third column present the number and the ratio of tests for which the two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has rejected H 0 . The third and the fourth column express the opposite data (i.e. the test has not rejected H 0 ). As we can see, for 69% of the tested pairs the common distribution hypothesis cannot be rejected. However, this affirmation does not necessarily involve there is a unique distribution shared by all those software. On the other hand, for the remaining 31% of tested pairs which has rejected H 0 , no conclusion can be drawn at this level of confidence.
D. Summary
To sum up, we reply positively to our first research question: our experiment indicates that, according to the degree distribution, there are common shapes across software dependency graphs. We consider it as an emergence phenomenon and we hypothesize that there is a common evolution process which eventually yields those common degree distributions.
V. A GENERATIVE MODEL FOR SOFTWARE DEPENDENCY GRAPHS
In this section, we present a new generative model of software dependency graphs. This stochastic model generates an arbitrary number of artificial dependency graphs. It is parametrized by three values: the expected number of nodes and two probabilistic parameters.
A. Generative Models of the Literature
We discuss here three related generative models of graphs: Erdös & Rényi [8] is a prototypical one ; the relation between GNC and software graphs has been observed once [13] ; Baxter and Frean's model [1] is the only one explicitly targeting the generation of software graphs.
Erdös & Rényi proposed in 1959 is one of the oldest generative model [8] . This model connects pairs of nodes according to a fixed probability p. The connectance of the resulting graph is hence γ = p. We will later use this model as a point of comparison.
In 2005, Krapivsky and Redner proposed the GNC model (GNC stands for "Growing Network model with Copying") [13] : this model requires one parameter: the number of nodes of the resulting graph. The GNC model is an iterative algorithm which, at each iteration, a new node is added to the graph and connected at random to a set of already existing nodes as follows: an existing node is selected according to a uniform distribution and directed edges are created from the new node to this node along with all its successors. We call this the "GNC-Attach process", is is illustrated in Figure 5 . Fig. 5 : Illustration of GNC-Attach, the GNC primitive operation. The grey node is a new node added to the graph using the GNC primitive. The central node is randomly selected and a directed edge is added from the new node to it (dashed edge). Then, a directed edge is also added to all destination nodes the randomly selected one is already connected to as a source (dotted edge).
Algorithm 1 shows the core primitive for attaching nodes using GNC. The full GNC model executes n times this function to create a graph with n nodes. The striking fact about this generative model is its high ability to fit in-degree distributions of software graphs as observed by Valverde and Solé [22] .
Algorithm 1: GNC-Attach Algorithm
Input: n i the current node being inserted. G N ,E the digraph on which we add the node (composed of two sets: nodes (N ) and directed edges (E))
Randomly selects a node n j in graph different from n i Add an edge from n i to n j for all edge (n j , n d ) in the out-edges set of n j do Add an edge from n i to n d
In 2008, Baxter and Frean [1] proposed a generative model of dependency graphs. This model has an explicit hard coded preferential attachment based on the out-degree of nodes. Its logic is based on edges creation/transfer between nodes of the graph. We consider this model as our baseline. First, this model is also intended to generate software graphs, and second, it has acceptable fits on in-and out-degree distribution.
Many other generative models of directed graphs have been considered (cf. section VII), in many application domains (e.g. WWW, proteins ...). We have explored whether they generate likely dependency graphs, and, expectedly, they do not.
B. Generalized Double GNC (GD-GNC)
We now present our generative model of software dependency graphs, called "Generalized Double GNC" (GD-GNC for short). It is a generalization of the GNC model and is based on the GNC-Attach primitive.
Our model consists of a main loop in which for each loop iteration: (i) a unique node n i is added to the graph; (ii) an existing node n j is drawn in a uniformly random manner.
The process of creating edges is as follows: (i) with probability p, n i is connected to n j in the same way as in the GNCAttach algorithm (i.e. a directed edge is created between n i to n j but also from n i to each node to which n j is connected to), and with probability q we repeat this GNC-based attachment twice (if the random node to attach is twice the same, the second one is ignored). (ii) with probability 1 − p, n j is connected to n i (which we refer as the attachment alternative);
A pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 2. GD-GNC is a generalization of GNC: the GNC algorithm is a special case where p = 1 and q = 0.
We note that this model never modifies existing edges: at each loop iteration, it only adds a single node and a set of edges. No explicit preferential attachment is hard coded in the algorithm, but an implicit one is still present. In our model, attaching using the GNC algorithm implies the node does not only connect to a node, but also to all children of this node. As a consequence, the higher the in-degree value of a node is, the higher the probability of being attached is. So, nodes with a high in-degree value are more likely to be pointed to by new nodes, and their in-degree increases accordingly.
Two parameters are required by our model and influence the generation. The first one, p, determines whether the node must be added using GNC or the attachment procedure. As this probability changes, the quantity of nodes without outgoing edges varies. The second one, q, determines whether the GNC algorithm should be executed once or twice for the inserting node. Increasing the number of GNC executions for a node impacts the inverse cumulative degree distributions. Regarding the in-degree, the coefficient of the power-law (i.e. the line slope) is affected: the line decreases more slowly when the number of GNC iteration increases (higher q). Regarding the out-degree, the convexity of the distribution increases as q increases.
C. Evaluation of of GD-GNC
We now want to determine whether the Generalized Double GNC can generate graphs that are more realistic than the graphs generated with Baxter & Frean's model. We formulate this research question as: Research Question 2 Do class dependency graphs generated using GD-GNC better fit real software data than Baxter & Frean model (according to the cumulative degree distribution)? 1) Protocol: To answer this question, we first run a parameter optimization (as presented on section III-C4) for each model (GD-GNC and Baxter & Frean) on all programs of our dataset (see Table I ). Then, we generate 30 synthetic graphs with each model, using the best parameters found for each pair model, program. Finally, we compute the inverse cumulative degree distribution of each graph: and we calculate the median fitness value according to its δ value defined by Equation (3) .
In addition to the comparison, we also compare against the Erdös & Rényi model, a purely random and simple model. With Erdos-Renyi's model, generating graphs with the same number of nodes and edges as real software graphs requires no parameter optimization: we can simply use the connectance of the real graph.
2) Results: Figure 6 shows the in-(6a) and the out-(6b) inverse cumulative degree distribution of graphs generated using different models. Each small plot represents a different Algorithm 2: Iterative algorithm for the "Generalized Double GNC" generative model Input: N the number of iterations to execute/nodes to add, p the probability to do a GNC and q the probability to do a double GNC. Output: A digraph G N ,E which is composed of two sets: nodes (N ) and directed edges (E) begin while |N | < N do Create a node n i and add it to the graph if p then
Randomly selects a node n j in graph different from n i Add an edge from n j to n i software application, the meaning of the axis are the same for all graphics: x-axes are degrees and y-axes are the invert cumulative degrees frequency. Both axis are in logarithmic scale. The thick continuous line corresponds to the distribution of real data, the thin continuous line is for graphs generated using the GD-GNC model and the dotted line is for graphs generated using Baxter & Frean's. Graphically, we observe that GD-GNC in-and out-degree distributions are almost always better than Baxter & Frean's. In other words, the GD-GNC algorithm produces generally synthetic software graphs whose inverse cumulative in-and out-degree distribution better fits the ones of real software dependency graphs than Baxter & Frean.
3) Statistical Significance: To determine statistically which model generates the closest graph to the true one, we compare the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic or distance K (as presented on section III-C3) for in-and out-cumulative degree distribution between the generated graph G and the real graph R. For this purpose we define the δ function, as shown in Equation (3), which is the max value between the two Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances: first the distance between the in-cumulative degree distribution for the generated graph G in and the real one R in , and last the out-cumulative degree distribution for the generated graph G out and the real one R out .
Indeed, this function is required as we must consider both in-and out-distances at the same time as both distribution are intimately related to each other: considering only in-or outdistribution would be meaningless as a good in-distribution does not necessarily involve a good out-distribution and viceversa.
As we want graphs which are similar to real ones according to their degree distribution, and as the δ value represents the largest distance between a pair of distributions, considering inand out-degree distributions, we know then the model which produces the smallest δ value is the best. To statistically ensure each δ value obtained for a model is drawn from a different distribution, we use the Mann-Whitney U test [9] . In terms of null hypothesis, this test allows us to reject or not the null hypothesis:
H Comparing graphs generated by Erdös & Rényi's model (columns 2-4) on the one hand to GD-GNC (column 8-10) and Baxter & Frean's (column 5-7) on the other hand, it is clear that both models generate graphs more similar to real ones with regards to their δ value than Erdös & Rényi's model.
Furthermore, comparing GD-GNC (column 8-10) and Baxter & Frean (column 5-7) shows that graphs generated using the former are almost always closer to real graph than ones generated using the latter. However, for some topologies (maven, hsqldb and log4j if considering only the median value), Baxter & Frean seems to generate better graphs. The Mann-Whitney p-value test shows those results are reliable as their p-value is lower than 0.05, excepted for log4j.
To sum up, according to our experiments on the degree distributions, our GD-GNC model is able to reproduce software topologies more accurately than Baxter & Frean one.
VI. DISCUSSION
We now put aside technical considerations and discuss the meaning and validity of our empirical results.
A. GD-GNC from a Software Engineering Perspective
We now have a generative model which fits degree distributions of empirical software graphs. This model is only expressed in terms of primitive graph operations on nodes and edges, without any specific rules coming from software engineering. Our initial intuition is that such a model implicitly captures certain software evolution rules. We now try to express those rules. In other words, we now speculatively explain the model from a software engineering perspective.
The GD-GNC model is made-up of two basic operations (the top-level if/then/else of Algorithm 2).
The first basic operation of the model is a node creation followed by an attachment to existing nodes using a GNC primitive. To us, it represents the creation of a new class implementing a new feature. This new feature depends upon existing classes. The point of being attached to all dependent classes of a class (as the GNC primitives) means that those classes are already used to collaborate together. If class X depends on A, B and C, it means that A, B and C interact together in a way that is defined by X. When a new node α is connected to X with the GNC primitive, it is also connected to A, B and C. It other words, the new class α creates a novel interaction between A, B and C.
When the GNC primitive is executed twice, it may be explained by the fact that the new class mixes two existing groups of classes. In the model, there is never more than two groups of classes being linked from a new node (a new feature). According to our experiments, mixing more than two groups of classes never significantly increases the fit to real data. One possible explanation is that it is already quite a hard operation to meaningfully and correctly mix two groups of classes, and it happens very rarely to remix more than two groups.
The second basic operation of GD-GNC (the top-level else condition) is a reverse attachment from an existing node to a newly created node. For us, it may be explained as a refactoring, where a piece of logics is extracted from an existing class, in order to ease reuse and to simplify the code. Once the refactoring is performed, the newly created class is ready for being reused. This is what can happen in subsequent iterations of the algorithm with the GNC primitive.
To us, this is the most likely explanation of why our algorithm fits real software graphs. It is to be noted that we have performed experiments with many different models. They embedded mechanisms corresponding to various assumptions on what a new feature or a refactoring may be (according to the common software engineering sense of our own programming experience). They all led to a poor fit in terms of degree distribution.
To sum up, the two core operations GD-GNC can be explained as: 1) representing the creation of a new feature by remix 2) refactoring.
B. Threats to Validity
Let us now discuss the threats to the validity of our findings. First, we have optimized our model with respect to the fit to inand out-degree distributions. Even if the degree distributions capture many topological properties of graphs, it is only one facet of the topology. One threat to the construct validity of our experiments is that the other important topological properties of software dependency graphs are completely orthogonal to degree distributions. Second, our experiments are done on a dataset of 10 Java software systems. Although we think that our results are somehow independent of the programming language, our findings may only hold for object-oriented code, Java software or even worse, to our dataset only. For us, a sign of hope is that the degree distributions on other programming languages and systems that are reported in previous work qualitatively look the same [?] .
Third, our evolution model is completely expressed in abstract graph terms. We have reformulated the algorithm in a software engineering perspective in Section VI-A. It may be the case that we have correctly extracted the core topological phenomena but that, at the same time, we have misinterpreted their meaning. We look forward to more work in this area, to discuss with the community in order to see the emergence of a consensus on the core software evolution mechanisms.
VII. RELATED WORK
Several authors have proposed models for generating directed graphs in various domains. Kumar et al. [14] and Bollobás et al. [3] has proposed models intended to generate graphs looking like the World Wide Web graph. Grindrod [10] has proposed a model related to protein identification on bioinformatics. Many other models are generic: Erdos & Renyi [8] one, Dorogovtsev et al. [7] one or Vazquez [23] one are example of generic models. The R-MAT model proposed by Chakrabarti et al [5] is also generic, but its generation process is based on matrices operations. According to our experiments, those models are not able to reproduce software dependency graphs cumulative degree distribution.
Baxter et al. studied a large amount of metrics, incl. graph metrics [1] ; Louridas et al. studied the "pervasive" presence of power-law distributions on software dependencies graphs at the class and features level for a large range of software written in various languages [15] . Myers also studied graph metrics on software [19] . Nevertheless, none of them showed the common topology across software degree distributions as we have presented in this paper. Our results on the asymmetry between the in-and out-degree distributions confirm previous findings by Meyers [19] , Valverde and Solé [22] and Baxter and Frean [1] .
The tendancy of software graphs to follow a growth mechanism similar to GNC one has been reported by Valverde and Solé [22] , but they made no proposal of a concrete generative model. Baxter and Frean proposed a generative model of software graphs [1] , based on a preferential attachment which depends on the node degree distributions. We have shown that our model better fits real data.
Maddison and Tarlow [16] proposed a generative model of source code. Our motivations are similar but the considered software artifacts are completely different (abstract syntax tree versus dependency graphs).
Other authors have studied other topological characteristics on different kinds of graphs: Harman et al. [11] focus on dependency clusters to demonstrate the widespread existence of clusters in software source code. They show a common traits of software using a different approach. Mitchell and Mancoridis [18] uses clustering techniques to infer aggregate view of a software system but they want to gain understanding for specific system in order to improve debugging and refactoring but they do not focus on generalities about software. Furthermore, none of those studies propose generative model of any kind.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the evolution rules of software. Motivated by the fact that there is a common topology across many software dependency graphs, we have devised an experimental protocol to understand the evolution principles that result in such a common topology. Our experimental approach is to encode those rules in a generative model of software dependency graphs and to compare the topology of synthesized graphs against real software graphs.
Our new evolution model generates graphs whose degree distribution tends to be the same as real ones. The operations of the model tell us something about the way software evolves. According to our experiments, new features are based on the perpetual remix of existing interacting classes and refactoring mostly consists of extracting a reusable class from an existing class.
Now that we have shown that meaningful generative models exist, future work can go beyond degree distributions. Graph motifs are patterns consisting of a small amount of nodes connected to each other in a certain way. Graph motifs [17] may turn to be valuable to determine the topological closeness of generated graphs. We hypothesize that motifs also emerge from the core evolution rules. Hence, if generated graphs share similar motifs with real software graphs, there is a good chance that the core evolution primitives of the model are close to the real ones.
